
Dear Seth: 

 

You exposed your cover. Your reference to "We should wait for the official cause 

of death be announced by the ME before jumping to conspiratorial conclusions" 

establishes proof of who you are. 

 

Additionally, have you even checked to see who runs this office? That suggestion is 

laughable on its face (http://a856-

gbol.nyc.gov/GBOLWebsite/GreenBook/Details?orgId=2894): 
 

Personnel 

 

Barbara A. Sampson, MD, PhD , Chief Medical Examiner. 

$236,088.  

Appointed December 2014.  

(212) 447-2335 

First Deputy Chief Medical Examiner - Jason Graham, MD  

(212) 447-2321 

Executive Deputy Commissioner - Dina Maniotis  

(646) 612-0866 

Deputy Chief Medical Examiner - Michele Slone, MD  

(212) 447-2403 

Deputy Chief Medical Examiner - Michael J. Greenberg, MD  

(718) 557-8747 

Deputy Chief Medical Examiner - Melissa Pasquale-Styles, MD  

(718) 804-8055 

Chief Information Officer - Naeem Ullah  

(212) 323-1836 
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Chief of Laboratories - Timothy Kupferschmid  

(212) 323-1300 

Deputy Commissioner, Forensic Operations - Frank DePaolo  

(212) 447-2738 

General Counsel - Florence Hutner  

(212) 323-1901 

Agency Chief Contracting Officer - Barbara Markowitz  

(212) 323-1726 

Assistant Commissioner, Finance - David McCann  

(212) 323-1707 

Assistant Commissioner, Human Resources - Nancy Romero  

(212) 323-1778 

Director, Records - Margie Vega  

(212) 323-1921 

Executive Director, Public Affairs - Aja Worthy-Davis  

(212) 447-2041 

No one is jumping to conspiratorial conclusions except you. The claim that a person 

is jumping to conspiratorial conclusions is itself a conspiracy theory. You should try 

taking your own advice. 

 

In the meantime, proof of a Jewish conspiracy is absolutely spelled out in the 

Babylonian Talmud and other Judaic literature: 

 

1. Come and Hear, Informing on Fellow Jews Who Commit Crimes, Mesira 

(Whistleblowing) in Modern Times, http://www.come-and-

hear.com/editor/moser-broyde/index.html: 
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Even though Jewish law expects people to observe the laws of the land, and 

even imposes that obligation as a religious duty, the Talmud recounts - in a 

number of places - that it is prohibited to inform on Jews to the secular 

government, even when their conduct is a violation of secular law and even 

when their conduct is a violation of Jewish law. While there are a number of 

exceptions to this prohibition (which are explained further in this section), the 

essential halacha was that Jewish law prohibits such informing absent specific 

circumstances. Even is secular government [was] to incorporate substantive 

Jewish law into secular law and punish violations of what is, in effect, Jewish 

law, Jews would still be prohibited from cooperating with such a system. 

Indeed, classical Jewish law treats a person who frequently informs on others 

as a pursuer (a rodef) who may be killed to prevent him from informing, even 

without a formal court ruling. 

 

Advocating killing a whistleblower and expecting adherents to obey it creates 

a conspiracy to commit murder. This is not a conspiracy theory, Seth. It is a 

RICO-predicate conspiracy. 

 

2. Come and Hear, Sex with Children by Talmud Rules, http://www.come-and-

hear.com/editor/america_2.html: 

 

"Talmud Permits Child-Adult Sex:  Talmud law permits sexual intercourse 

between children and adults...Let's review the above-cited Mishnah: "When a 

grown-up man has had sexual intercourse with a little girl, or when a small 

boy has intercourse with a grown-up woman …" It is obvious that sex activity 

between a grown man and a little girl, and between a grown woman and a 

little boy, is a part of the woof and the warp of everyday Talmud life; such 

relationships, in the eyes of the Sages, are unremarkable. There is no 

prohibition on sexual activity between adults and young children — it is 

simply regulated." 

 

Advocating the "regulating" of child sex and expecting adherents to obey it 

creates a conspiracy to engage in sex trafficking. This is not a conspiracy 

theory, Seth. It is a RICO-predicate conspiracy. 

 

3. Mail-Jewish, Volume 15, Racism and the Curse of Ham, 

http://www.ottmall.com/mj_ht_arch/v15/mj_v15i20.html#CDX: 

 

"In 1992 a book was published by a leading member of the Satmar community 

entitled Artzot Ha-Hayyim. On p. 52 he explains and quotes other rabbis, that 
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the reason Abraham Lincoln was killed because he freed the blacks. this is 

also the reason why Kennedy was killed, i.e. because he was good to the 

blacks. He continues by saying that this will be the fate of any who adopt a 

progressive attitude towards blacks because they are meant to be enslaved. 

His source for this is Ham's curse..." 

 

Advocating the enslavement of a group of people based on race and expecting 

adherents to obey it creates a conspiracy to engage in human trafficking. This 

is not a conspiracy theory, Seth. It is a RICO-predicate conspiracy. 

 

4. Come and Hear, Daat Emet, Gentiles in Halacha, http://www.come-and-

hear.com/supplement/so-daat-emet/index.html: 

 

This is also the law concerning any position of authority, as explained in 

Kiddushin 76b: "We have learned: 'Then you shall23 appoint a king over you 

from among your brethren,' all appointments of authority that you make 

should not be [made]24 except from among your brethren." Thus wrote 

Maimonides in chapter 1 of The Laws of Kings, halacha 4: "We do not appoint 

a king from amongst the converts, even after several generations, until his 

mother is [one born] Jewish, as it is written, 'You will not set over you a 

stranger who is not your brother.' Not only for kingship, but also for any 

position of authority in Israel, neither a general nor chief over fifty people, nor 

chief over ten people, nor even a person appointed to verify that the water is 

distributed to the fields. It is superfluous to talk about a judge or a nasi, who 

may not be other than [one born] a Jew, as is written, 'one from among your 

brethren shall you set as king over you'--all the people whom you give 

positions of authority shall not be from other than your brethren." 

 

Advocating the hiring of people from only one racial group to the exclusion 

of all others and expecting adherents to obey it creates a conspiracy. This is 

not a conspiracy theory, Seth. It is a RICO-predicate conspiracy. 

 

5. Come and Hear, New America, America's New Government Church, 

http://www.come-and-hear.com/editor/america_1.html: 

 

“The Noahide Laws promise deadly consequences for Christians. We shall 

understand why a little later. 

 

What are the seven Noahide Laws? In brief: LORD God told the Jews they 

must obey 613 commandments (72) in order to have everlasting life (i.e., "a 
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portion in the-world-to-come") but decreed that the rest of mankind must obey 

only seven commandments. Those seven commandments are the Noahide 

Laws. Furthermore, LORD God tasked the Jews to enforce the seven Noahide 

Commandments and to enforce them with liberal use of the death penalty." 

 

Advocating the killing of Christians and expecting adherents to obey it creates 

a conspiracy. This is not a conspiracy theory, Seth. It is a RICO-predicate 

conspiracy. 

 

Come and Hear, The Jewish Religion, Its Influence Today, Judaism, Anti-

Gentilism and the Exploitation of Non-Jews, http://www.come-and-

hear.com/dilling/chapt04.html: 

 

“Non-Jews — No Property Rights: The Talmud teaches that non-Jews have 

no property rights. Their possessions are "like unclaimed land in the desert." 

(See Jewish Encyclopedia, Exhibit 270) The illustration is given of the 4th 

Century notable Rabbi Ashi who, knowing this, acted accordingly and gave 

"an adroit and evasive answer" when questioned by the Gentile owner of a 

vineyard who overheard Ashi tell his slave to go into his vineyard and get him 

some grapes if the vineyard belonged to a Gentile, but not to take any if the 

owner be a Jew. "Is it permitted to take from a Gentile?" the owner asked. 

Ashi's evasive answer is given with the explanation that: "In truth Ashi 

coincided with the opinion of the authority stated above: namely, that … 

Gentile … property is considered public property, like unclaimed land in the 

desert." (See Exhibit 270). 

 

The Talmudic authority which holds that Gentile property is like unclaimed 

land in the desert is the Talmud Book of Baba Bathra, Folio 54b, there cited. 

The passage actually appears on page 222 of the Soncino edition: "Rab Judah 

said in the name of Samuel: The property of a heathen is on the same footing 

as desert land; whoever first occupies it acquires ownership." 

 

There are even more horrifying stories regarding sexual excesses associated with the 

Babylonian Talmud’s conspiracy to promulgate and enforce sexual savagery against 

Jews and Gentiles alike: 

 

1. Morty Borger Commits Suicide on Wedding Night After Reporting Child 

Sexual Abuse by rabbi, Case of Rabbi Baruch Lebovitz in the death of Motty 

Borger, the son of Shmuel Borger (PIX News), 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lGAJDtsjN5I; 
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2. Child Sex Abuse in Orthodox Jewish Bathhouses, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vFeK8LIP6EM; 

 

3. SPEAK UP! 7 Orthodox Abuse Survivors Break the Silence, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Asza6pEQVfQ; 

 

4. Nechemya Weberman Guilty of Abuse Gets 103 Years in Prison; 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YHeiPaE8TR8; 

 

5. http://friendlyatheist.patheos.com/2013/11/13/can-this-number-be-

credible-jewish-anti-abuse-activists-say-half-of-hasidic-boys-are-raped-by-

elders; 

 

6. Cops Bust Global Child Sex Slave Ring Run by Israeli Crime Network; 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JF24XkqJMU; 

 

7. Prominent Israeli journalist incites rape of Palestinian women, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=33RVmIFmYoY; 

 

8. Israeli Deposit Law and forced prostitution of Eritrean Women, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GI-AmR08bzc&t=70s; 

 

9. IDF Soldier dancing around blindfolded and handcuffed Palestinian woman, 

https://abcnews.go.com/International/israeli-soldier-belly-dances-

palestinian-woman/story?id=11802427; 

 

10. The US-Israel Special Relationship Timeline That AIPAC Doesn’t Want 

You To See, https://alethonews.com/2014/11/02/the-us-israel-special-

relationship-timeline-that-aipac-doesnt-want-you-to-see/ 

 

11. Sex Slaves Hidden in Walls in Israel, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1PFvTW23Oi0&t=74s; 

 

12. Fast Facts about (Child) Prostitution in Israel, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZExQiJlZmNI; 

 

13. Underage victims of sex tourists in the Dominican Republic, Unreported 

World; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2ZyppB5xTn4;  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EVj7801R17M; 
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14. Sex trafficking in the Caribbean, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HoLqQ6W5eC8&t=96s; 

 

15. Jews Dominate Porn, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WFAvlxSZMBQ;  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bmjp6tC6oK0;  

 

16. Jews in the American Porn Industry, by Nathan Abrams, 

http://www.fpp.co.uk/BoD/origins/porn industry.html; 

 

17. Governor Eliot Spitzer Resigns After Being Connected to Prostitution Ring, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zPdT qB92Pg; 

 

18. A Timeline of Harvey Weinstein’s Sexual Harassment Allegations, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=50nysL24aKY; 

 

19. NYC Mayor DiBlasio employee Jacob Schwartz, 29, was busted for 

allegedly keeping more than 3,000 disgusting images and 89 videos on a 

laptop after downloading the filth from the internet, 

https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/city-worker-democratic-

organizer-busted-child-porn-article-1.3198559;  

 

20. The Outcast, https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2014/11/10/outcast-3; 

 

21. Rabbi Sentenced to 32 Years for Molesting Teen, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GvyB5ZzntAQ; 

 

22. Sima Yarmush publicly telling her story of child abuse, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wffN3mYWCCw&pbjreload=10. 

 

23. Israel Prime Minister’s son Yair Netanyahu’s Night of Debauchery 

Revealed in Bombshell Recordings: Younger Netanyahu heard asking his 

friend, a gas tycoon's son, for NIS 400 for strippers, saying he owed him for 

$20 billion deal advanced by PM (click on photo to hear Yair audiotape), 

https://www.mako.co.il/news-military/politics-

q12018/Article4e5b170e007d061004.htm?sCh=3d385dd2dd5d4110&pId=

1898243326; 
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24. Antisemitism used as a trick, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uW3a1bw5XlE;  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9GTJAMqAMS8; 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pfzHRwlCEQ&t=750s (advance to 

12:15 minutes); 

 

25. Israel murder of 100,000 Jewish Children during the ringworm affair, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBtCCpOcbDY&t=28s; 

 

26. Ashkenazi Israel Theft of Yemeni Jewish Children, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lJFmpmSNbKM; 

 

27. Reuven Abargel and Black Panthers in Israel, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CdSWT06ERRY; 

 

28. Ethiopian-Israelis rally against racism, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYjuxifYxIc;  

 

29. Israel Admits Forcing Birth Control on Ethiopians, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1W5J25MvSp0&t=10s;  

 

30. More stories of Jews who were sexually abused by other Jews, 

https://www.youtube.com/results?searchquery=I+am+an+orthodox+jew+a

nd+i+was+sexually+abused; 

 

31. I am an Orthodox Jew and I was sexually abused as a child, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NrrYdsLPUSc&t=8s; 

 

32. Nachlaot Pedophile Crisis: At Least 100 Victims (Updated November 

2012), http://www.amotherinisrael.com/knesset-nachlaot-pedophile,  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vcRUZ9ARp5g&t=165s; 

 

33. New York Post, May 7, 2018:   Schneiderman called me “brown slave,” 

slapped me until I called him “Master”, https://nypost.com/2018/05/07/ex-

schneiderman-called-me-his-brown-slave-would-slap-me-until-i-called-

him-master/; 

 

34. Cold Case of Pedophile Fake Rabbi Avrohom Mondrowitz Protected by 

Mesira, 

http://alaskandreams.net/ekklesia/The%20Cold%20Case%20of%20a%20P
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edophile%20Rabbi.htm, (also, please refer to http://www.come-and-

hear.com/editor/moser-broyde/index.html,   and 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zdH6vRcN7qE&t=129s; 

 

35. Mafia-style Bribery Charges for Ultra-Orthodox Williamsburg Jews, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FioXUEmHwJY; 

 

Jehovah's Word the Bible says the following regarding the nation of Israel's worship 

of Molech in Amos 5:23: 

 

Did you bring me sacrifices and gift offerings For those 40 years in the 

wilderness, O house of Israel? Now you will have to carry away 

Sakʹkuth your king and Kaiʹwan, Your images, the star of your god, 

whom you made for yourselves,  And I will send you into exile beyond 

Damascus,’ says he whose name is Jehovah the God of armies.” 

 

The apostle Stephen repeated the same thing in Acts 7:43: 

 

But it was the tent of Moʹloch and the star of the god Reʹphan that you 

took up, the images that you made to worship them. So, I will deport 

you beyond Babylon.’ 

 

Lastly, intelligent individuals understand that real conspiracies have their bases in 

hiding a course of conduct known to be amoral and illegal. In the case of the 

Ashkenazim, that conduct is the worship of Molech, the god of pedophilia and child 

sacrifice. 

 

In the Babylonian Talmud, Tractate Sanhedrin, Folio 64A 

(https://halakhah.com/sanhedrin/sanhedrin_64.html), it says the following: 

 

Mishnah: He who gives of his seed to Molech incurs no punishment 

unless he delivers it to Molech and causes it to pass through the fire.  If 

he gave it to Molech but did not cause it to pass through the fire, or the 

reverse, he incurs no penalty, unless he does both. 

 

Gemara:  The Mishnah teaches idolatry and giving to Molech. Rabbi 

Abin said: Our Mishnah is in accordance with the view that Molech 

worship is not idolatry. 

 

This is not a conspiracy theory, Seth. This is a conspiracy, period. 
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1. Can This Number Be Credible? Jewish Anti-Abuse Activists Say Half 

of Hasidic Boys Are Raped By Elders, Can This Number Be Credible? 

Jewish Anti-Abuse Activists Say Half of Hasidic Boys Are Raped By 

Elders, https://friendlyatheist.patheos.com/2013/11/13/can-this-number-be-

credible-jewish-anti-abuse-activists-say-half-of-hasidic-boys-are-raped-by-

elders/; 
 

2. History of Abuse and Organic Difficulties in a Convenience of 46 

Ultra-Orthodox Males with Pedophilia: 

https://www.thecrimesofsenatoruzamere.net/pdf_exhibits_files/pleadi

ngs/exhibits_for_verified_complaint/exhibit_q_atrocities_by_israel_a

nd_ashkenazi_jewish_leadership/National%20Institute%20of%20Hea

lth%20--

%20History%20of%20abuse%20and%20organic%20difficulties%20i

n%20a%20convenience%20sample%20of%2046%20ultra-

orthodox%20males%20with%20pedophilia.pdf;  

 

3. Israel Becoming a Refuge for Pedophiles, Warns Advocates for Child 

Sex Abuse Victims, https://www.haaretz.com/israel-news/.premium-

israel-becoming-a-refuge-for-pedophiles-1.5420848: 

 

“It seems to us Israel is increasingly becoming a refuge for pedophiles 

and alleged pedophiles,” said Waks. “It’s an easy get-out-of-jail card 

for them.” Waks, who is married with three children, recently moved 

back to Israel, where he was born and served in the army. 

 

According to research data he cited, one in five children in Israel 

experiences sexual abuse. 

 

“There’s a range of factors that suggest there may be a significantly 

higher proportion within the ultra-Orthodox community,” said Waks. 

 

4. National Institutes of Health, Pedophiles in the Ultra-Orthodox Haredi 

Sector in Israel: Thought Processes Regarding their Actions, 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/28350266:  

 

This study explores thought patterns of Jewish Ashkenazi Ultra-

Orthodox pedophiles in Israel and how they resolve the contradiction 

between their commitment to Jewish Law and having committed sexual 
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offenses against minors. Ten adult men participated in this study. Using 

open semi-structured interviews, their cognitive distortions before, 

during, and after the abuse were examined. Content analysis revealed 

that participants used cognitive distortions based on their own world of 

Jewish Law and social-cultural values. The insular nature of Ultra-

Orthodox society and its many prohibitions, especially regarding 

sexuality, tempted offenders to test boundaries. When sexual drive was 

high, internal control mechanisms were ineffective even in presence of 

external control mechanisms. Some participants recognized the 

contradiction between their behaviors and being Ultra-Orthodox Jews, 

and others did not. Based on the findings, a flow chart was devised 

describing the cognitive processes of Jewish Ultra-Orthodox 

pedophiles. Theoretical and practical implications of the results were 

examined. 

 

It appears that among Ashkenazi Jews, pedophilia is ORGANIC. 

 

Seth, I respectfully ask that in the presence of proof that Ashkenazi Jews' conspiracy 

to engage in acts of sexual predation is based on a genetic/organic predisposition to 

pedophilia, that you end the use of the term "conspiratorial conclusions." 

 

Thank you. 


